1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Characteristic nature of NEXAFS (near edge X-ray absorption fine structure) is expected to be useful for the discrimination of component molecules in biological specimens. Application of NEXAFS spectra at carbon K absorption edge to biological samples has been reported in studies for DNA distribution in a bean chromosome \[[@ref001]\], mapping and measuring DNA and protein ratios in sperm cells \[[@ref002]\] and quantitative analysis of molecules in microbial biofilms \[[@ref003]\], quinoa \[[@ref004]\] and bacterial endospores \[[@ref005]\]. In our previous studies, we have proposed the usefulness of NEXAFS at the nitrogen K absorption edge for clear separation of DNA (nucleic acid) and protein \[[@ref006]\], and applied it to analyze the image of a mammalian cell and a chromosome observed with scanning transmission soft X-ray microscope (STXM) \[[@ref007]\]. In the present study, we applied the SVD (singular value decomposition) method in aXis2000 program \[[@ref009]\] with combined full NEXAFS spectra at carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K absorption edge regions for the discrimination of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA), which is not possible from the NEXAFS at the absorption edge of nitrogen alone. We have found that the method was successfully applicable to differentiate the distribution of RNA from DNA.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

Cultured CHO cells derived from Chinese hamster ovary were plated on a silicon nitride membrane (thickness, 100 nm; purchased from Silson Ltd, England) and grown in HAM F12 medium (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co.) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO~2~ atmosphere. Cells on the silicon nitride were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde, washed with increasing concentration of ethanol and dried. Calf thymus DNA, calf liver RNA and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co., dissolved in water at the concentration of 2 mg/ml, dropped on a silicon nitride membrane and dried.

The cells and molecules were observed at carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K absorption edge regions with STXM installed at BL4U, UVSOR-III, Okazaki, Japan. Data for cells were collected by horizontal on-the fly measurement at the focus size of less than 75 nm in diameter with vertical and horizontal steps of 400 nm and 400 nm.

The results were analyzed using aXis2000 program \[[@ref009]\]. The present analysis was based on the assumption that DNA, RNA and BSA spectra are the representatives for spectra of DNA, RNA and protein, respectively. Calculation has been made following to the method reported elsewhere \[[@ref008]\] except SVD process. Briefly: Each stack-file of cell images and spectrum file of DNA, RNA or BSA at carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K absorption edge regions was combined to form one stack-file and one absorption spectrum, respectively. Combined image stack-file was named as spect1. DNA and RNA images were extracted from the spect1 by the SVD method in aXis2000 program. The relative amounts and distribution of DNA and RNA were applied to the image of nucleic acid (DNA and RNA) obtained from the difference between the images at 399.6 eV and 398 eV (the peak height in the NEXAFS of nucleic acid, i.e., DNA and RNA) in the spect1 for the separation of it to DNA image and RNA image. DNA and RNA spectra were normalized by the peak height at 399.6 eV and used to generate DNA stack-file (named as DNAspect) with the DNA image and RNA stack file (named as RNAspect) with the RNA image, respectively. DNAspect was subtracted from spect1 resulting in a stack-file named as spect2D. In the same manner, RNAspect was subtracted from spect2D resulting in a stack-file named as spect2R. Protein image was obtained from spect2R by the difference between the images at 401.4 eV and 398 eV (the peak height in the NEXAFS of BSA). Protein spectrum was normalized by the peak height at 401.4 eV and used to generate protein stack-file (named as Pr-spect) with the protein image. Pr-spect was subtracted from spect2R resulting in a stack-file named as spect3.

3. Results {#sec0015}
==========

[Figure 1](#xst-26-xst180392-g001){ref-type="fig"} shows absorption spectra of DNA, RNA and BSA at the photon energy region of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K absorption edges. Combined spectra of these molecules were used for the analysis. The peaks are clearly separated at 1s-*π*\* transitions in their spectra between nucleic acid and protein at the photon energy region of nitrogen K absorption edge. The peaks are assigned to the absorption of N = C in nucleic acid (DNA and RNA) at 399.6 eV and amide in protein at 401.4 eV \[[@ref007]\]. Those peaks were used to estimate the levels of nucleic acid and protein in the sample.

![Soft X-ray absorption spectra of DNA, RNA and BSA at the photon energy regions of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K absorption edge. Each spectrum was adjusted to be the same level at the left end of the photon energy.](xst-26-xst180392-g001){#xst-26-xst180392-g001}

Shown in [Fig. 2](#xst-26-xst180392-g002){ref-type="fig"} is an X-ray absorption image of an interphase CHO cell at 398 eV. Absorption stack-file of the cell was analyzed with the SVD method in aXis2000 program for DNA and RNA. As shown in [Fig. 3](#xst-26-xst180392-g003){ref-type="fig"}, DNA and RNA are found to be located clearly in the different regions suggested as nucleus and cytoplasm. The distribution of DNA, RNA and protein was estimated by the method shown in Materials and methods using aXis2000 program, and shown in [Fig. 4](#xst-26-xst180392-g004){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 4a](#xst-26-xst180392-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows combined image of DNA, RNA and protein with the different colors of red, green and blue, respectively. In addition, there are original (spect1) absorption image (b), DNA image (c), RNA image (d), protein image (e) and residual (spect3) image (f) with the gray scale for optical density in [Fig. 4](#xst-26-xst180392-g004){ref-type="fig"} for comparison.

![STXM image of an interphase CHO cell at 398 eV. The scale bar is 5*μ*m.](xst-26-xst180392-g002){#xst-26-xst180392-g002}

![DNA (a) and RNA (b) images obtained by the SVD method in aXis2000 program. The scale bar is 5*μ*m.](xst-26-xst180392-g003){#xst-26-xst180392-g003}

![RGB expression and optical density expression at the photon energy of 398 eV with gray scale of the CHO image. For RGB expression (a), DNA, RNA and protein are displayed as red, green and blue, respectively. Original (spect1) absorption image (b), DNA image (c), RNA image (d), protein image (e) and residual (spect3) image (f) at the photon energy of 398 eV are displayed with the gray scale of optical density.](xst-26-xst180392-g004){#xst-26-xst180392-g004}

Local spectra at two positions in the cell were compared in [Fig. 5](#xst-26-xst180392-g005){ref-type="fig"} with respect to the absorption level. The positions 1 and 2 correspond to the central part and the peripheral part of the cell, respectively as shown in the lower image in [Fig. 5](#xst-26-xst180392-g005){ref-type="fig"}. RNA in the position 1 was almost none so that the spectrum of spect2D was overlaid by spect2R. In contrast DNA slightly appeared in the position 2. Spect3 at the position 1 exhibits significant level of absorption, while nearly zero level at the position 2. The results suggested that there must be other molecule(s) contributing to the absorption at the position 1 and over-subtraction of protein at the position 2.

![Subtraction of DNA, RNA and protein spectra from the spect1 for positions 1 and 2. DNA, RNA and protein stack-files were subtracted sequentially from spect1 resulting in spect2D, spect2R and spect3, respectively. C, N, and O are photon energy regions of the K absorption edges for carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Location of the positions 1 (green) and 2 (blue) were shown in the lower figure. Spect2D in the position 1 was not appeared in the figure.](xst-26-xst180392-g005){#xst-26-xst180392-g005}

4. Discussion {#sec0020}
=============

In the present work, the ratio of DNA and RNA in the absorption was successfully estimated by the SVD method in aXis2000 program by the use of combined spectra of DNA and RNA at the photon energy region of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen K absorption edges. DNA stack-file was constructed and subtracted from spect1. Resulting stack-file named as spect2D contains the images for RNA, protein and other molecules. In the same manner, RNA stack-file was constructed and subtracted from spect2D. Resulting stack-file named as spect2R contains the images for protein and other molecules. Then protein image was extracted and its stack-file was subtracted from spect2R. The residual stack-file (spect3) contains the images of other molecules than DNA, RNA and protein. In this process, characteristic absorption peaks of 1s-*π*\* transitions for N = C bond in nucleic acid and amide bond in protein at the peaks of 399.6 eV and 401.4 eV, respectively, (see [Fig. 1](#xst-26-xst180392-g001){ref-type="fig"}) have been successfully applied to estimate the absorption levels of those molecules quantitatively. Spect3 in [Fig. 5](#xst-26-xst180392-g005){ref-type="fig"} suggests that there may exist small level of nitrogen containing molecules in the position 1, but they should not affect the absorption levels of nucleic acid and protein, because the spectra of 1s-*π*\* transitions at nitrogen K absorption edge region are specific to corresponding molecules containing those chemical bonds.

The results demonstrated that the distribution of DNA and RNA in a fixed and dried cell was clearly separated as displayed by color expression ([Fig. 4](#xst-26-xst180392-g004){ref-type="fig"}), probably for DNA in the nucleus and RNA in the cytoplasm. No detection of RNA in the position 1 which corresponds to the position in nucleus may be attributable to the low fraction of RNA \[[@ref010]\] compared to other molecules such as DNA and proteins so that the signal from RNA was submerged in the total absorption. In contrast minor fraction of DNA is detectable in the position 2 as the slight decrease of the spectrum for spect2D from the spectrum for spect1 as was seen in [Fig. 5](#xst-26-xst180392-g005){ref-type="fig"}. This minor fraction may indicate that mitochondrial DNA could be detectable.

The shape in the residual spectra (spect3 in [Fig. 5](#xst-26-xst180392-g005){ref-type="fig"}) suggested the existence of significant absorption level of molecules other than nucleic acid and protein such as lipid and sugar, one of the main components in mammalian cells \[[@ref012]\], in the position 1, but less in the position 2 ([Fig. 5](#xst-26-xst180392-g005){ref-type="fig"}). The negative value in spect3 may be caused by over-subtraction of protein stack-file especially at the photon energy regions of carbon and oxygen K absorption edges, probably due to the reason that BSA was not adequate as the representative protein in the cell.

The present method, which is the SVD method in aXis2000 program in combination with the quantitative subtraction with respect to the unique absorption peaks of 1s-*π*\* transitions at nitrogen K absorption edge region for nucleic acid and protein, revealed that soft X-ray spectromicroscopy is valuable to discriminate the distribution of closely related biomolecules such as DNA and RNA. The reason for the discrimination of DNA and RNA may be explained by the difference in the spectra at the carbon edge region. This difference in the spectra is attributable to the difference in the chemical structure of DNA and RNA. In addition, it may include the topological inequality, because sequence-sensing and self-assemble properties specific to DNA may contribute to bending and compaction of DNA \[[@ref013]\]. With the same procedure, distribution of molecules in other closely related molecular groups such as protein and lipid will be identified. Accumulation of the spectral information of various biomolecules will be a strong approach to the full analysis of molecular distribution in a cell in the future.
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